NATURAL WOOD SERIES

NW40
- Style: Dreadnought
- Top: Spruce
- Back & Sides: Maple
- Binding: Maple
- Neck: Maple
- Fretboard: Rosewood, w/Tru-Tune Saddle
- Bridge: Rosewood, w/ Pearl Dots
- Bridge End Pins: Ivory, w/ Black Dot
- Machine Heads: Smooth Tuner
- Finish: Natural Gloss

NW30
- Style: Dreadnought
- Top: Cedar
- Back & Sides: Brown & Ivory
- Binding: Mahogany
- Neck: Rosewood
- Fretboard: Rosewood, w/ Pearl Dots
- Bridge: Rosewood, w/ Tru-Tune Saddle
- Bridge End Pins: Ivory, w/ Black Dot
- Machine Heads: Smooth Tuner
- Finish: Natural Gloss